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• It is not possible for pedagogical documentation to meet 

assessment and rating requirements for developmental 
records. 

• Due to privacy regulations, pedagogical documentation 
should not be available to families in a service. 

• Pedagogical documentation can be composed of 
samples of children’s work and short descriptions of 
events by staff. 

• A piece of pedagogical documentation is like a New 
Zealand inspired Learning Story.

ACTIVITY

Our current definition of Pedagogical 
documentation is:



Documentation can be 
described as a material 
object which in its form 
provides a basis by which 
the richness of existence, 
learning and teaching can 
be shared with others and 
in doing so provide a 
space for reflection and 
dialogue (Semann, 2017)

SOME QUESTIONS
When we record, why are we documenting?  

Perhaps so that: 
• Educators will have records of leaners’ experiences, 

creativity and evolving thinking 

• Children will have memory as a springboard 
• There is data as a basis for planning 
• The unexpected can challenge assumptions 

• Colleagues can debate possibilities 
• Families can share in children’s learning 

• Employers have accountability

What Are We Looking For When We Engage In This 
Way Of Working? 

Pedagogical documentation is described in Reggio Emilia as 
a:  

• “mediator and tool” 

• “The intent of documentation is to explain, not merely 
display. [It] may or may not be publicly displayed, such as 
a panel of photographs and text placed on classroom 
walls. Documentation may be filed in a portfolio and later 
browsed as a collection… Carlina Rinaldi (2006, p19)



What Do We Mean By ‘Pedagogical 
Documentation’? 

• A term which can include insightful processes, work in 
progress and various products 

• A philosophical orientation to working alongside learners 
to deepen understandings, recording ongoing thinking, 
learning, creativity, theorising and meaning-making 

• An authentic approach to education which values 
educator skills and knowledge alongside learner 
perspectives and agency 

• A way of working embracing selection, collection & 
analysis of data 

• A complex construct which embraces ongoing 
professional learning

ACTIVITY

Pedagogical	Documenta0on	is	
NOT:

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE 

• A checklist of 
outcomes 

• A photo record of the 
day’s events 

• A scrapbook of 
learners’ work and 
educator observations 

• A record of skills/
content taught 

• An additional form of 
record-keeping



• Anecdotal records from educators’ 
observations 

• Photographs (taken by adults and by 
children/learners) 

• Artefacts (such as drawings, built 
structures, work in progress) 

• Videos/films of explorations and 
events 

• Recorded (audio or hand-written) 
chunks of conversation 

• Input from family members and 
other educators 

• Feedback from children when data is 
shared

Relevant Data Might Include:

“We have always maintained that 
children have their own questions and 
theories, and that they negotiate their 
theories with others. Our duty as 
teachers is to listen to the children, just 
as we ask them to listen to one another.  
Listening means giving value to others, 
being open to them and what they have 
to say.” (Carla Rinaldi, Reggio Emilia)

Listening As A Metaphor 

A Title Gives Focus To What It Is That Is 
Important: Considering The ‘It’

• What is it that underlies the series of interactions or 
experiences that has attracted your attention? 

• The art of documenting pedagogically seeks 
understandings beyond content knowledge – always 
asking – what is it that is going on here? What is 
surprising? What is worth thinking more about? What 
can we revisit with children for greater complexity of 
understanding? What do I not yet imagine about the 
worlds in which these children live?  

• How do everyday play event open possibilities for 
understandings such as literacy, numeracy, social justice 
etc?



ACTIVITY
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• That ordinary play events are potential content for 
programming & recording 

• That the outdoors is as rich a site for seeing and 
promoting value (outcomes) as the indoors 

• That elements from all prescribed outcomes are visible 
in extended play opportunities: Identity, Connection, 
Wellbeing, Engagement, Communication 

• That educator decision-making includes provisioning 
space & time and analysing events

Outcomes?	Perhaps	Something	Related	To:

• Identity (“Children learn to interact in relation to others 
with care, empathy and respect”) 

• Connection (“Children develop a sense of belonging to 
groups…) 

• Wellbeing (“Children become strong in their social & 
emotional wellbeing”) 

• Confidence and involvement (“Children develop 
dispositions for learning such as curiosity, cooperation…”) 

• Communication (“Children interact verbally & 
nonverbally with others for a range of purposes”) 

[These are the outcome areas prescribed by the  
Australian Early Years Learning Framework]



But What Is Everyone Else Doing 
While The Educator Closely Engages With A 

Few Children? 

• Responding to invitations from educators and the 
environment 

• Thinking/investigating 
• Pursuing opportunities for individual and small group 

exploration (“playing”) 
• Resting 

This approach reflects a philosophical position about 
valuing children’s perspectives and the social construction 

of knowledge as well as the thoughtfulness of educators. 

Carla	Rinaldi	(2006)	Writes	That:

“Doubt, uncertainty and feelings of crisis are seen as 
resources and qualities to value and offer, conditions for 
openness and listening, as requirements for creating new 
thinking and perspectives” (p18)

So What Do I Do If I Want To Work In This 
Way?

• Believe in yourself as a reflective practitioner, able to see 
worthwhile data in everyday teaching encounters 

• Believe in children’s capacity to surprise you and to have 
valuable contributions to your thinking 

• Think about some aspect of what you are seeing that 
intrigues you- where you’d like to know more or understand 
better 

• Talk with a colleague to focus on a small aspect of the 
children’s ideas or interactions in a more systematic way 
than usual and plan supportive provocations; analyse and 
record  

• Share your thinking with a professional learning 
community:  celebrate progress! 



Defining ‘Productive 
Planning’ 

• Leading to meaningful 
follow-up,  (i.e. useful for 
educators) 

• Grounded in children’s 
experience, (i.e. valuing 
children’s perspectives)  

• Reflecting centre 
philosophy (i.e. locally 
contextualised) &  

• Embedding elements of 
the Early Years Learning 
Framework (i.e. 
acknowledging national 
guidelines) 

Helping It Happen… 

• Time (perhaps let 
something else go?) 

• Willingness to be curious 
& reflect (build a learning 
community) 

• Analysis (help each other 
think through what is 
seen) 

• Forward thinking (get 
past daily activity 
management) 

•

• Argued vs automatic positions & 
responses 

• Being present & engaged in 
ongoing processes and the 
pursuit of 

• Challenging ideas & critical 
reflection

Pursuit Of Some Pedagogical 
ABCs



• What is more or less helpful in 
current planning and recording? 

• What else could you try? 
• The process might need to be 

rethought!

How Would The Planning Cycle 
Be Made Visible In Record-

keeping?
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MEAN SURRENDERING YOUR 

LIFE OVER: QUALITY AND 
NEVER QUANTITY  - SESSION 2
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A REMINDER 
• Possibly defined as a way of working alongside children 

that is reflected through the recording and analysing of 
aspects of everyday events and interactions that would 
otherwise go un-noticed… 

• Recording that follows investigations or behaviours with 
a focus on understanding children’s perspectives… 

• Scaffolded artefacts that foreground learners as theory-
makers, creative thinkers and scientists… 

• Organised collections of annotated photographs, 
transcripts, drawings that are analysed to highlight 
threads of insight, often as inspired by educators in 
Reggio Emilia, Italy



A REMINDER
The content of pedagogical documentation can include: 
• children's works; 
• photographs, plans and drafts of work in progress; 
• audio / video tape recordings of children and teachers in 

action; 
• written transcriptions of children's taped and 

spontaneous articulations; 
• comments and interviews; 
• illustrations and child observations.

Remember: 

• Who am I writing for? - remember your audience 
• Why am I writing this? - How can I help the reader care 
• What am I trying to say through this writing? - have your 

main message clear 
• Where did the events/interactions happen? - take note 

of sights and sounds. The bigger picture 
• When did this happen? - stay present to the moment

ACTIVITY
Reflect upon: 
• What took place 
• What was it about this moment which 

made it memorable 
• Who was involved  
• What was said 
• What does this moment tell you about 

children’s capacity to engage in learning 
• What implication does this have for 

future planning and planned curriculum



THEORISING OUR WORK
Another way to think about children… Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences – 
who are the children you see? 

Logico-mathematical – able to reason, deduct, think logically 
Linguistic – mastery of language, ability to express and communicate 
Spatial intelligence – ability to create mental images in order to solve 
problems (eg puzzles) 
Musical – able to recognise, compose, beat, rhythm, melody, pitch, 
tone 
Bodily-kinaesthetic – ability to coordinate bodily movements 
Interpersonal – the ability to understand the feelings and intentions 
of others 
Intrapersonal – the ability to understand one’s own feelings and 
motivations 
Naturalistic – a fascination with the natural environment 
Existential – the intelligence of big questions – profound, 
philosophical

THEORISING OUR WORK
Five Domains of Learning Dispositions:  

•  Taking an Interest 

•  Being Involved 

•  Persisting with difficulty or uncertainty 

•  Communicating with others 

• Taking responsibility (Carr, M. (2001). Assessment in early 
childhood settings : learning stories. London: P. Chapman 
Pub.)

THEORISING OUR WORK
Costa and Kallick’s Habits of Mind (2000) provides insights 
into the ways we think and the importance of supporting 
children to develop positive habits of mind such as… 
•  Persisting 
•  Managing impulsivity  
•  Listening with empathy and understanding 
•  Thinking flexibly 
•  Thinking about thinking (metacognition) 
•  Striving for accuracy 
•  Questioning and posing problems 



THEORISING OUR WORK
• Applying past knowledge to new situations 
• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
• Gathering data through the senses 
• Creating, imagining. Innovating 
• Responding with wonderment and awe 
• Taking responsible risks 
• Finding humour 
• Thinking independently 
• Remaining open to continuous learning

Know yourself. Open your heart to this moment.  
 

What is your immediate response to the children’s play and conversation?                 
 

What feelings stir in you? What touches your heart as you watch and listen?  
 

What values are ignited as you observe? What leaves you curious, eager to engage? 

Reflect and take action.   
 

What action might you take to help the children see their own and each other’s ideas?  
 

What might you do to invite the children to take a different perspective? 
 

What might you do to deepen children’s relationships with each other, with their families, and/or with the community?  
 

How will you continue to seek out the child’s point of view? How will you collaborate with families? 

Examine the environment.  
 

How is the organization and use of the physical space and materials 

impacting this situation?  
 

How are schedules and routines influencing this experience?  

Take the children’s points of view. 
 

What are the children trying to figure out? What theories are they testing? What questions are they asking? 
 

What understandings and misunderstandings are the children drawing on? Do you see any trajectories of thought? 

Any inconsistencies in their thinking? Any contradictions to explore further? 
 

How are the children building on each other’s ideas, perspectives, and contributions? 

� Ann Pelo, Margie Carter,  
        Deb Curtis, and Harvest Resources  

Collaborate with others to expand perspectives.   
 

How do your co-teachers understand the meaning of the children’s play? 
 

What insights do the children’s families have? How does this play reflect or challenge their beliefs, 
values, or practices?  
 

What child development or early learning theories might you consider? What desired early learning 
outcomes do you see reflected?  

CONSIDER THE 
STORY TO BE TOLD

When documenting 

ask yourself what is the 

story to be told? 

You can’t write 

everything but you can 

impress the ‘IT’ on the 

reader.



So... How did it begin? 

Peek-a-boo 
play  appeared 

to be 
everywhere!

Introducing:
Emilia  (23 

months)
And

Ronel (21 months)

Cadan (21 months)
And

Rianah (20 months) 

Baylin (16 months)
And

Euan (9 months)



Emilia and Ronel –
It takes two to peek-a-boo!

As I had anticipated more peek-a-boo play occurred. Emilia was the 
instigator, singing “Where is Ronel...There he is!” as she lifted the 

material to reveal her hidden friend.
This process was repeated over and over again.  

“Infants are pre-
wired for 

relationships” 
(McCaleb, 2004, p.7)

The repetitive nature of their 
play reflects their delight, 

excitement and wonderment 
in their shared collaborative 
investigation. This simple 

experience supports the 
notion that young children 

have the ability to effectively 
engage in interactions with 

their peers.  

Ronel and Emilia continued to search for 
each other during play explorations.

Has peek-a-boo play become another vehicle 
in seeking shared social exchanges? 

Cadan and Rianah –
The power of a smile.

Cadan observes 
closely 

Cadan lifts the 
cloth and Rianah 

giggles at him

The pair stop and 
smile... sharing a 
joyous moment

It is widely recognised that peek-a-boo games provide children with opportunities to
share excitement and enjoyment, to communicate and to extend social relationships
(Arthur, Beecher, Death, Dockett & Farmer, 2005). Their play embraced all these
notions.



FOUND YOU!
Rewarding each 

other with a smile.

Both children took turns to engage in the 
role of being the hider and the seeker. After 
every revelation both Rianah and Cadan  

would embrace the power of a smile – using 
it to ‘reward’ each other for their 

engagement in their share interaction.   

Rianah and Cadan use no verbal or expressive 
language throughout their entire investigation. 
Their ability to read and use body language was 
so refined that they were able to maintain their 

interaction based on this alone. 

Rianah also added a new dimension to their play, 
as after she discovered her friend, she would tickle 

him with enthusiasm. 

“Responding 
with 

wonderment 
and awe”

(Costa & 
Kallick,2000, p. 

33)

After a conversation with 
Rianah’s Mum, I 

discovered that Rianah 
and Cadan are family 
friends outside of the 

centre. 

After observing their interactions closely, I 
realised they often play together or alongside 
each other, perhaps enjoying the company of 

someone familiar.

Peek-a-boo play acts as another 
avenue for deepening and 
strengthening existing  

relationships.

Baylin and Euan –
Exploring in wonderment – the joys of hiding in 

spaces.
Baylin watched as Euan crawled under the 
table and sat on the floor, whilst smiling at 
Baylin as if inviting him to join him under 

there. Baylin then joined Euan under the 
table where the children proceeded to giggle 

and squeal in delight at the shared and 
unusual hidden position. Euan touched 

Baylin’s face gently as Baylin smiled and 
giggled in excitement.

The boys continued to crawl in and out for 
nearly 10 minutes – an extended period of 
time for such young children to be focused 

on one  play experience. 



Their play seemed to be 
centred around  the 

notion of space, having 
the freedom and room to 

hide somewhere different.

“Infants are socially attuned towards their peers from their very 
first months. They gaze at one another’s faces and pat, touch, 

vocalise and smile at each other...the gravitate towards each 
other”

(Degotardi & Pearson, 2009, p.150)

Later that day... 
Euan observed Baylin captivated, as his friend pushed  the buttons and put the 
receiver up to his ear saying “hello” without losing his smile for a single second. 

After careful observation Euan imitated Baylin’s behaviour, making loud 
babbling noises as he talks on the phone and also remembering to smile! 

Once again, the notion of hide and seek became the foundation 
of an emerging relationship. Relationships truly are the most 

powerful contexts for learning! (NSW Department of 
Community Services, 2001).

Final Thoughts:

It is evident that peek-a-boo 
explorations appealed to all 

the infants from the 
youngest to the oldest child 

in the nursery.

Engaging in peek-a-boo 
became a vehicle for infants 
to seek, initiate, maintain 
and further extend social 

interactions, whilst  
becoming a stepping stone 

for the growth and 
development of friendships.  

The children’s interactions 
highlight that friendships 

do blossom during infancy 
– a concept that is not often 

recognised as young 
children are usually 

considered egocentric and 
only engage in solitary 

play. 

I believe that peek-a-boo play 
wasn’t just about 

discovering a hidden 
friend, but was another 

method of seeking social 
interactions and 

friendships – the true 
richness of learning!



THE ENDING SHOULD LEAVE US 
THINKING

• We were wondering if… 
• It seemed that… 
• Theories included.. 
• We were puzzled by… 

Revisiting 

Pausing 

Being surprised, engaged, intrigued 

DOCUMENTATION IS
the skin of the school, the layers of narratives of 
ordinary, extraordinary events, which contribute to 
building memory, a sense of time, a sense of 
history and place, a sense of identity, relationships, 
transparency and democracy;  a beautiful, 
aesthetic space that speaks to us, through 
language, of a world of possibility.”  

Stefania Giamminuti (2008) Representations of each other. 

In Unpacking possibilities of representation. Conference proceedings. IEC Macquarie. 

CARLINI RINALDI (2006) WRITES THAT  

     “doubt, uncertainty and feelings of crisis are 

seen as resources and qualities to value and 

offer, conditions for openness and listening, as 

requirements for creating new thinking and 

perspectives” (p18) 



So What Do I Do

• Believe in yourself as a reflective practitioner, able to see 
worthwhile data in everyday teaching encounters 

• Believe in children’s capacity to surprise you and to have 
valuable contributions to your thinking 

• Think about some aspect of what you are seeing that 
intrigues you- where you’d like to know more or understand 
better 

• Talk with a colleague to focus on a small aspect of the 
children’s ideas or interactions in a more systematic way than 
usual and plan supportive provocations; analyse and record  

• Share your thinking with a professional learning community: 
come celebrate!



THE DAY WE FOUND POO! READ ON …. 
 
The story starts in the playground. The usual yet unexpected hill that we have become so 
accustomed to playing on. But today was different. The unexpected presented itself when 
Rem and Jimmy discovered Poo??? Or was it something else. Read on… 
 
In discovering this (what we will now call soil) the boys were fascinated with discovering it's 
origin. They hypothesized as young and emerging scientists do. Could it be a leaf they 
thought? Could it be soil one exclaimed? Could it be water was another theory being 
tested? They remained intrigued with discovering an answer to their discovery on the hill. It 
seemed to us that the unanswered, the curious, the unsolved was the essential ingredient 
to glue these children’s thinking together. We noted that adults acted as co protagonists as 
they too delved deep into children’s theory making about the origin of their discovery. 
 
The story continued throughout the day and came to an interesting pause when the 
children requested that their findings be displayed in a way akin to a museum, the Louvre 
perhaps came to mind. The simple joy of discovery now was to be shared with others. This 
act of kindness is often seen in young children. To add further complications to this 
discovery, the children eager to share their discovery with others, wanted each specimen 
labeled with their hypothesis. So, what you have now is an array of colors in jars: black, 
purple and earth toned, but more importantly what we have is the collection of children’s 
thinking so deep, so thoughtful that now these jars are vessels of children’s theory making 
about the origin of poo! Or could it be something else, we will leave it up to you for now. 
 
In reflecting on the EYLF this story of sharing and learning together highlights how children’s 
communication, both verbally and non verbally is an essential ingredient in learning 
together.  


